CB(1)1201/98-99(01)
Comments of the Securities Law Committee of the Law Society of Hong Kong
on the Securities (Margin Financing) (Amendment) Bill 1999
1.

Introduction
Under the Bill, a new regulatory regime for securities margin financing would be
introduced.
The Securities Law Committee recognises, particularly in the light of recent events, the
importance of regulating and ensuring as far as possible the proper conduct of carrying
on securities margin financing business in Hong Kong. Accordingly, the Committee
welcomes, in principle, the Bill. However, the Committee has a number of concerns in
respect of various matters covered by the Bill, particularly the scope of the regulatory net
created under it.

2.

Definitions
The Bill amends the Securities Ordinance to require that the business of securities
margin financing is conducted only by “companies” which are registered securities
margin financiers. However, exemptions are available for registered dealers, bankers, etc.
(see below).
The definition of “securities margin financing” is clearly crucial, particularly since
securities margin financiers are not allowed to carry on any business other than securities
margin financing.
It means, as drafted:
“providing financial accommodation in order to facilitate the acquisition of securities
listed on a stock exchange and, where applicable, the continued holding of those
securities, whether or not those or other securities are pledged as security for the
accommodation.”
“Financial accommodation” means:
“a loan or other arrangement under which a person is or is to be provided with credit,
whether directly or through a third party, and in particular includes an overdraft,
discounted negotiable instrument, guarantee, a forbearance from enforcing a debt that in
substance is a loan, and also includes an agreement to secure the payment or repayment
of any such accommodation.”
Comments
z

Companies
It is not clear why partnerships, for example, cannot become securities margin
financiers provided that they satisfy the other regulatory requirements (“fit and
proper”, etc.).

z

Sole business requirement
The sole business requirement appears to prevent registered financiers from, for
example, providing funding to investors to buy unlisted securities (whether shares
or, for instance, convertible or other bonds, funds or unit trusts), or from allowing
them to enter into futures and options transactions to hedge their positions.
It would be preferable to adopt a “principal” business test or set out in regulations
certain exemptions, including the above examples, from the requirement.
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z

Unlisted securities
It should also be noted that some of the provisions of the Bill will apply to
securities dealers and exempt dealers who provide financial accommodation
to clients and take securities collateral, regardless of whether that is done in
relation to securities listed on a stock exchange.

z

Third party arrangers
“Securities margin financing” may cover a person who arranges for a third
party to provide credit to an investor for the acquisition of listed securities
by that investor (whether through the arranger, the third party or indeed
anyone else).
This may be of concern to licensed Money Brokers, where they introduce
prospective investors to authorised institutions for the purposes of funding
an acquisition or financing the continued holding of listed securities.
This may also be of concern to persons in Hong Kong who introduce
investors to the services of a person outside Hong Kong who is involved in
securities margin financing. There is an exemption, as mentioned above, for
registered dealers and exempt dealers where financial accommodation is
arranged by the dealer to facilitate acquisitions/holding of securities by its
clients. That exemption is not apparently available where the Hong Kong
dealer introduces an investor to an affiliate of the dealer outside Hong Kong
for the investor to become a margin client of that affiliate (for instance, in
connection with investments in overseas listed securities), since it would not
be the Hong Kong dealer acquiring or holding securities for the dealer’s
clients. Instead, it would be the affiliate who does so. The exemption should
be extended accordingly.

z

“Purpose” of loans, etc.
“Securities margin financing” means providing financial accommodation in
order to facilitate acquisitions, etc. This appears potentially to introduce the
somewhat unwelcome concept of subjectivity into the question of whether a
person is engaging in securities margin financing.
This raises the concern of the extent to which lenders (or arrangers) would
need to make themselves aware of the purpose of any borrowings or other
financial accommodation.
Personal loans from money lenders may, for example, in some
circumstances be used to acquire listed shares, although that may be only
part of the reason, or the disclosed reason, for the loan application. Not all
money lenders will be share margin financiers and the underlying purpose of
the loan may not always be disclosed or apparent.
In addition, what would the position be where a loan is obtained in order to,
say, pay off another loan and thereby free up a credit line or cash to invest in
listed shares?
Arrangers of such loans would also be placed in a difficult position in
needing to try to find out the underlying purpose of the loan or to control the
use to which the loan proceeds are put.
Derivatives/structured products are not specifically dealt with in the above
definitions, but may well nonetheless be caught in certain circumstances.
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It may be appropriate to ensure that the legislation expressly refers to the
purpose of the lender not the borrower. Where the lender actually knows the
borrower’s purpose, that could be deemed to be a purpose of the lender.
z

“Securities margin financiers”
We suggest that the definition of “securities margin financier” should be
limited to those carrying on business in Hong Kong, to be consistent with
the rest of the Bill.

3.

Exemptions
There are exemptions from the need to become a registered financier for bankers,
securities dealers, etc., as discussed above.
However, there are no exemptions for:
z
z

financing to assist in a take-over offer for a listed company
financing to acquire substantial stakes in a listed company (the threshold could be
defined by reference to a specific amount, say HK$20 million, or a percentage of
issued share capital, say 2% or 3%)

z
z

financing of all off-market transactions
prime brokerage or global custody arrangements which may involve the provision
of financial accommodation to a major institutional investor

z
z

money brokers (see above)
vendor financing or share sales on deferred terms (although that may well not
amount to a “business” in any event)
loans to shareholders which do not amount to intra-group arrangements
financing for employees to purchase listed shares (note: this type of arrangement
is currently uncommon in Hong Kong, although it is likely to become more
common, for instance in respect of Hong Kong based participants in overseas
companies’ schemes)
exempted loans under Schedule 1, Part 2 of the Money Lenders Ordinance
(including, for example, loans to listed companies)
“non-retail” securities margin financing (that is, in the context of, say, financing
to “professionals” as is covered in the Securities Ordinance and Protection of
Investors Ordinance, given their ability to evaluate the relevant risks, etc.)
subsidiaries of authorised institutions (as provided for under Schedule 1, Part 1 of
the Money Lenders Ordinance). Note: The Money Lenders Ordinance also has an
exemption for insurance companies and for persons whose ordinary business does
not primarily or mainly involve (for these purposes) securities margin financing.
We assume that these exemptions have not been adopted to ensure that lenders to
persons who will use the funding to acquire listed shares will be caught. This will
be of concern to, say, insurance companies who, as part of a “one stop shopping”
service, may introduce clients to their affiliates where clients wish to acquire
listed shares
loans to securities margin financiers for the purposes of their business.

z
z

z
z
z

z

It may be appropriate to refine the definition of “financial accommodation” or to
extend the exemptions (on a restricted basis) accordingly.
The Committee requests that LegCo looks into the scope of the exemptions to be
included in the final form of the legislation to ensure as far as possible that the
scope is sufficiently wide to cover proper business activities of market
participants.
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The Committee recognises that the SFC, under the Bill, would be able to waive or
modify requirements for registered financiers (or applicants), and to make rules
exempting certain classes of person, transactions, etc. from the provisions of the
Ordinance, and if it is the SFC’s intention to extend the exemptions list in that
manner, then that is to be welcomed.
However, in the Committee’s view, it is important that any such waivers,
modifications or additional exemptions are kept to a minimum to maintain
consistency as far as possible in the regulation of the market, so as to avoid
piecemeal and arbitrary treatment of situations arising.
4.

Client information
Each time there is any movement on the account of a client of a registered
financier, such as a deposit or withdrawal of collateral or a deduction of charges,
or whenever there is a change in the terms on which financial accommodation is
provided (such as a change in interest rates or a change in the level of margin
cover required) the client must be sent a statement of account by the end of the
next business day. A detailed monthly statement of the account is also required,
whether or not there have been any movements during the month.
The same onerous requirements apply to a securities dealer who provides
financial accommodation to a client to facilitate the acquisition of securities
(whether or not those securities are listed on a stock exchange).
We suggest that these provisions are reviewed in order to ensure that a balance is
struck between client protection and the need to control the compliance burden
and cost of doing business. Is it necessary, for instance, for the full range of
information specified in section 121Y(3) (especially (d) to (f) and (i)) to be given
in respect of all the transactions mentioned in sub-section (1)? We also suggest
that the time requirement should be relaxed to (say) two business days and that it
should be made clear that posting materials within this time frame satisfies the
requirement to “give” them.
There is a concern that this could apply where the dealer does not intend to give
the client a credit facility but financial accommodation is provided on an ad hoc
basis, for example where the dealer has to settle a trade where a client has failed
to provide cleared funds in time. We assume that this is not intended.

5.

Securities collateral
Where securities are taken as collateral by a lender, it is of critical importance
that the lender has a valid and enforceable security interest over those securities.
A legal charge over shares would normally involve registering the securities in
the name of the lender or its nominee (rather than the securities being registered
in the name of the client or held in a safe custody account). In respect of shares
held in CCASS, effective security would require those shares to be held in the
chargee’s CCASS account, or that of its nominee or in an account of another
person but in such a way so as to ensure that those shares are controlled by, and
the CCASS interests in those shares are “owned” by, that other person. (Holding
shares in CCASS accounts in the names of individual clients is not practicable.)
Any other forms of security than those described above (e.g. in accounts in
clients’ names) will provide less effective security as far as the chargee is
concerned. This is an important structural point which could affect the securities
financing industry generally. It is also essential to the lender that the charge can
be readily enforced by disposing of the securities to meet the liabilities of the
borrower.
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Under the new provisions (sections 121AA and 81), which will apply to
registered financiers and to dealers and exempt dealers, the lender will have to
register the securities in the client’s name or deposit them in a designated account
with a bank or other institution which provides safe custody services. These
requirements are not consistent with the needs for effective security described
above. Further, they do not address effectively the fact that most shares will be
held in CCASS and therefore in dematerialised form. Registration of those shares
in any particular name will not be an option, and the concept of “deposited in safe
custody” is not really consistent with how shares are held in dematerialised form
in CCASS.
The lender will only be able to dispose of the securities with the client’s written
consent, which must be renewed annually, or in accordance with SFC rules,
which have not yet been produced. The Committee is concerned that the operation
of these provisions will affect the lender’s security, for example if the client
refuses to renew the annual consent at a time when the client owes money to the
lender. A lender must be free to enforce security once a default has occurred on
the part of the borrower. Such a provision would also have the undesirable effect
of forcing lenders to liquidate security as the annual time limit approaches to
avoid taking the risk of not obtaining renewal of client consent, in circumstances
where they may otherwise have given the borrower more time. It may be that SFC
rules will address this issue. We recommend that this legislation is not brought
into effect until such rules have been produced.
The new provisions also mean that the lender will only be able to use the
securities (even with the client’s written consent) for certain specified purposes,
and not generally for its business purposes.
The position of a third party who received the securities from the lender in
circumstances where the lender was in breach of any of the above provisions is
somewhat unclear. The Bill states that nothing in these provisions affects any
lawful claim or lien that a person has in respect of securities collateral, but it is
not clear whether, for example, if a lender had pledged client securities with a
bank as collateral for a loan, but did not have authority from the clients to do so,
the bank would have the right to dispose of the securities to discharge the loan.
We recommend that “bona fide third party” provisions, similar to those in section
121AD, could be introduced to clarify this issue.
6.

Safe custody
Amendments have also been made to Section 81 of the Securities Ordinance,
which will apply to dealers and exempt dealers who provide custody of securities
for clients to whom no financial accommodation is provided. Such securities must
not be pledged, lent or dealt with except as permitted by rules made by the SFC,
even if the client has given its consent to this. Similar concerns to those described
in 5. above arise in this respect. In addition, read literally, this would appear to
prevent the dealer from returning the securities to the client, or effecting stock
lending for the client with the client’s authority. Presumably this will be
addressed in rules to be made by the SFC?

7.

Miscellaneous
z

The Bill talks throughout in terms of “margin” financing. This is inaccurate, as it
relates to all securities acquisition financing and we recommend that this could
helpfully be clarified.

z

The Bill does not seek to regulate futures financing, although this must be an area
of concern.
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z

The provisions of Section 121F (false or misleading information to the SFC) need
to be considered in the context of the SFC proposals concerning false reporting on
which the Committee has previously provided comments.

z

The Hong Kong Stock Exchange rules, including the uniform client agreements,
will need to be updated to take into account the proposed changes, including for
example the Section 81 amendments.

z

Presumably the Hong Kong Money Authority will publish guidelines or other
guidance in relation to their treatment of exempt dealer banks in the context of the
new legislation, to ensure as far as possible a “level playing field” in the market?

z

Please see the attached extracts from the Bill on which we have marked, in
manuscript, some drafting comments. In addition, we have the following
miscellaneous comments on the Bill:
-

Section 121C(1) is wider in its scope than section 121B(1), and should be
narrowed to make it consistent.

-

Section 121S(4) and similar provisions: the words “impose a penalty under
this section” are unclear. We suggest these should read “take any action
under sub-section (3)” (or the equivalent).

-

Section 121AK(1)(a): it may not be possible for a financier to comply with
this requirement, in particular because it cannot control its auditors and what
qualifications they may make.

-

Section 121AW(2)(a)(i): we suggest that this is too wide: for instance, a
significant drop in profits is an adverse financial event but does not
necessarily affect a financier’s ability to perform its obligations. We suggest
this sub-section focuses on the latter and the financier’s balance sheet.

-

Schedule 1, item 1(c): we suggest that this exclusion should be widened, as
the definition of “dealing in securities”, on which the definition of “dealer”
is based, in particular the words “making......an agreement......with a view to
acquiring......securities”, is wide and could apply to most activities of a
financier, including lending and taking security.
Securities Law Committee
The Law Society of Hong Kong
20 April 1999
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